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Schiaparelli and Colombo: two true scientists

The way Schiaparelli and Colombo investigated the
puzzle of Mercury’s rotation is amazingly similar –
despite more than 80 years separation in time and a
huge technological gap
They are both extremely rigorous and open minded
scientists, prepared to overthrow well established views
which most scientists of their times accepted with no
criticism….

Mercury’s rotation before Schiaparelli
Because of Mercury’s small size, low reflectivity and proximity to the Sun, its markings are very
difficult to observe telescopically and are even more difficult to photograph…
Schroeter in
1803 inferred
from his
optical
observations
that the
rotation period
was close to
24 hr period.

In 1813 the
mathematician
Bessel analyzed
Schroeter’s
drawings and
deduced a rotation
period of 24hr 0m
53s, with the
rotation axis
inclined by 70° to
the orbital plane

Although many astronomers remained skeptical, many found it especially appealing,
aesthetically, to think of Mercury, like Mars, as having approximately the same length of day
as the Earth…
This ‘’fact
‘’fact”” was not finally discredited till 1889, when Schiaparelli published the results of his
observations of Mercury…
Mercury…

Schiaparelli’s observations of Mercury
1881-1883 with small 22 cm telescope, 150 drawings
1886: new 49 cm refractor used for confirmation of previous observations
Observations covered an entire synodic period of Mercury (116 d) with only 2 breaks at inferior
and superior conjunction. Unlike his predecessors, he observed Mercury not only at regular
24hr intervals but at intervals much larger or much smaller than 24hr, which allowed him to
distinguish the slow rotation case
1889: publication of the results – Schiaparelli concluded that the rotation of Mercury was
uniform with a period equal to the orbital one of 88 days

1889: results published (Schiaparelli Astr. Nach. 1889) – He
concluded that the rotation of Mercury was uniform with a period
equal to the orbital one of 88 days (The low precision of the
observations did not allow Schiaparelli to determine reliably the
direction of the rotation axis)
Sketch showing a case of
synchronous rotation, or 1:1
resonance between the spin period
and the orbital one (like the Moon).
Mercury is different due to the very
large 0.2 eccentricity…

Where does the synchronous rotation come from? (I)
Only the center of mass of an orbiting body is a zero force point (perfect equilibrium between
gravitational and centrifugal force) – since the gravitational field is non uniform (and so is
most of times also the centrifugal field…), any other point of the body is subject to a small
force relative to its center of mass: this is called tidal force (because it is indeed the force
responsible of tides as we know them…)
A master on tides is George H Darwin (son of
Charles – below) and contemporary of
Schiaparelli (1845-1912)

Where does the synchronous rotation come from?

From G. Darwin’s book “THE TIDES”

(II)

Where does the synchronous rotation come from?

(III)

Tidal friction: if the body’s rotation is faster than the revolution, tidal bulges are carried forward by friction, thus
generating a torque which slows down the rotation of the body and (by conservation of the total angular
momentum) increases the orbital radius. This tidal evolution stops once the rotation and orbital period equal
each other

This happened to the Moon (by the Earth) and was likely to have happened to Mercury (by the
Sun)

George H Darwin on
Schiaparelli (I)

George H Darwin on Schiaparelli (I)

Confirmation of Schiaparelli’s conclusion from the 1880’s till the 1960’s
In 1889 Schiaparelli successfully exploded the myth of Mercury’s rapid rotation .…from then
onward, till the spring of 1965 all observations were interpreted as being consistent with the
88 day rotational period he published in 1889 !!!
Danjon (1924)

Antoniadi (1934)

Dollfus (1953): comparing Schiaparelli’s map with his own concluded that Merucry’s rotational
period equaled its orbital one “with a precision greater than 1 part in 10000” … with very pure
arguments…

Radar measurements of Mercury rotation in 1965

The rotational period of Mercury as determined from radar Doppler-spread measurements
was found to be 59 +/- 5 days (Pettingill & Dyce, Nature 1965) !!

Colombo’s bright
idea

Mercury is locked in the 3:2 (not 1:1) spin orbit resonance,
hence its period 58.65 days (consistent with 59 +/- 5 days
radar measurements) due to the combination of two
torques from the Sun: a tidal torque and torque due to a
permanent dipole-like deformation
Schiaparelli’s optical observations were reanalyzed
(together with Shapiro) --those over short periods– but the
quality was not good enough to reliably infer the 58.65
rotation period

(Nature, November 6, 1965)

But is that the end of the
story on the rotation of
Mercury? (I)

But is that the end of the
story on the rotation of
Mercury? (II)

But is that the end of the
story on the rotation of
Mercury? (III)

So, Colombo’s idea is right but chaos is
pivotal in getting Mercury trapped in the
3:2 resonance he proposed!

Solar system chaos: a
1989 view

(Nobili & Burns, Science 1989)

…by the way: is it by chance that Mercury and Venus have no Moons? (I)

Any Moon of Mercury should have
been inside its Hill (or Roche) lobe
(Note: this is the rotating frame…)

…by the way: is it by chance that Mercury and Venus have no Moons? (II)
Like our Moon, the satellite will slow down till its spin period equals the orbital one. At this point it can be
regarded as a point mass, while the tides it generates on Mercury will determine the evolution

If Mercury spins faster than the satellite
orbital revolution, the tidal torque will
slow it down and the orbital radius
increases (the satellite survives, like our
Moon)

But if Mercury spins slower than the
satellite orbital revolution, the tidal torque
will spin it up, the satellite will come
closer and closer until it is destroyed!
Which will happen for sure because
of tides on Mercury from the Sun,
though Mercury’s initial rotation may
have been fast (same for Venus..)
It is only because we are farther away form the Sun (and tidal torque goes with the 6th power
of the distance) that we can have a beautiful Moon to look at!

